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The Latent Distribution of a Rating Observed * 
 

Jeffrey Bodington a 
 
 

Abstract 
 

While much literature shows that the ratings assigned by critics and judges to wines are stochastic, 
no author has yet proposed and tested a probability mass function (PMF) to describe the 
distribution of those ratings.  This article presents a discrete and bounded normal PMF for wine 
ratings.  That PMF is then tested using the ratings that 72 wine judges assigned to blind triplicates.  
The results can be employed to improve wine-related research by recognizing and including the 
effects of the uncertainty that surrounds a rating observed.  Results also show that the distributions 
of judges’ ratings are usually and significantly different from the distribution of random draws. 
 
(JEL Classifications: A10, C10, C00, C12, D12) 
 
Keywords: wine, judge, ratings, statistics, random 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 

The ratings that critics, judges and consumers assign to wines are a foundation of many decisions 

and of much product- and consumer-related research.  Recent examples include Holle et al. 

(2020)’s finding that customers’ ratings of wines online can vary due to screen position alone,  

Corsi and Ashenfelter (2019)’s analysis of the correlation between weather data and ratings, 

Capehart (2019)’s analysis of whether or not training improves the accuracy of ratings, Lam et al. 

(2019)’s analysis of how ratings affect written reviews, and Malfeito-Ferreira et al. (2019)’s 

identification of the sensory and chemical differences between grand gold and gold rated wines. 

 

A difficulty with research that relies on wine ratings is that the ratings are stochastic.  See for 

example Hodgson (2008a, 2008b), Ashton (2012, 2013) Bodington (2012, 2017, 2020) and Brooks 

(2018).  Those results show that a rating observed is one draw from a latent distribution.  To date, 

little is known about that latent distribution.   

 
* The author thanks Robert Hodgson for the California State Fair Commercial Wine Competition data. 
a Bodington & Company, San Francisco, contact email jcb@bodingtonandcompany.com. 
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An objective of this article is to specify a probability mass function (PMF) for the distribution of 

a rating observed.  Judgements made in winery labs, taste labs, wine competitions, by critics and 

by consumers are rarely deterministic.  Many of those judgements involve discrete and bounded 

choices.  The probabilistic nature of those judgements and the resulting ratings needs to be 

considered and made tractable.  Section II of this article shows that wine ratings are both uncertain 

and heteroscedastic.  Section III presents a discrete, bounded, normal, judge-specific and wine-

specific PMF that describes the latent distribution of a rating observed.  In Section IV, that PMF 

is employed to evaluate the ratings that 72 judges on 18 panels assigned to blind triplicates within 

flights at a major wine competition.  Results provide examples of the distributions of ratings 

observed, and they also show that the distributions of judges’ ratings are usually and significantly 

different from a random uniform distribution.  Conclusions then follow in Section V. 

 

II. Wine Ratings Are Uncertain and Heteroscedastic 
 

Wine ratings are, or are equivalent to, assignments drawn from a discrete and bounded set of scores 

or ranks.  Examples include the International Organization of Wine and Vine’s point scale of 0 to 

100, UC Davis’ scale of 0 to 20, the 50 to 100-point scales used by Robert Parker and Wine 

Spectator. the Wine & Spirits Education Trust quality ratings that are equivalent to ranks of 1 

through 5, and the California State Fair medals that are equivalent to ranks of 1 through 10.    

Although such scales are criticized by Glancy (2020), Marks (2019), Rosenthal (2008, p. 218), 

Tish (2004) and many others, they remain in common use by competitions and critics.  Further, 

Wine Business Monthly publishes articles about the importance of and how to maximize ratings 

(Zimmerman, 2016). 

 

The variability in ratings that judges assign to wines is old news.  Without specific reference to 

wine ratings, Saal et al. (1980) reviewed the history of variability in judgement-related ratings 

dating from 1909.  Focusing on wine ratings, Filipello (1955, 1956, 1957) and Filipello and Berg 

(1958), both at UC Davis, published results showing that there was variance in the ratings that a 

judge assigns to a wine.  Wine Enthusiast editor Tish (2004) wrote in Wine Business Monthly that 

“no critic can replicate his or her scores.”  Shepherd (2018) explained the neurological causes of 
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variance in wine ratings.  None of those findings mean that wine ratings are merely random, but 

they do acknowledge that such ratings are not certain. 

 

Hodgson (2008a, 2008b), Ashton (2012, 2013) and Bodington (2012, 2017) showed that a rating 

observed is one instance of in some cases many possible instances.  Suppose then that the ratings 

that judges assign to a wine are uncertain but identically distributed.  The convenience of that 

supposition is that the collection of all of the judges’ observable ratings on a wine then represents 

the latent distribution of each judge’s own ratings on that wine.   

 

Here now is the difficulty.  Ough and Baker (1961, p. 598-618), both also at UC Davis like Filipello 

and Berg, published results showing that variance in wine ratings can differ from judge to judge.  

Using blind replicates, the results cited above from Hodgson, Ashton and Bodington also show 

that judges’ ratings are not identically distributed.  Master Sommelier, judge and educator Glancy 

(2020) describes some judges’ ratings as “narrow range” and others as “big swing.”  In addition to 

variance that differs from judge to judge, there are anecdotal reports that for the same judge, the 

variance in ratings can differ from wine to wine.  That potential is tested and supported below with 

data from a large commercial wine competition.  Thus, in sum, wine ratings are not identically 

distributed, they are heteroscedastic with respect to both judges and wines. 

 

III. A discrete, bounded, normal distribution 
 

The results above show that the rating assigned by a judge to a wine is a draw from a latent 

distribution that is judge-specific, wine-specific, discrete and bounded.  On that basis, a discrete 

and bounded probability mass function (PMF) appears in Equation (1) below.  Beginning with a 

Gaussian function, a derivation of Equation (1) appears in Appendix A.1   The probability (𝑝) of 

observing any particular bounded (𝑏) rating (𝑥!" ) is a function of a minimum bound (𝑚𝑖𝑛), 

maximum bound (𝑚𝑎𝑥), mean parameter (�̂�!"	) and standard deviation parameter (𝜎+!").   

 

 
1 Note that a truncated normal distribution is bounded but continuous.  See for example Olive 
(2004, p. 109).  In addition to being continuous, it can also be impractical in this application 
because it allows 𝜎$ to be negative and thus 𝜎 to be an imaginary number. 
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The derivation in Appendix A shows that the parameters �̂�!"	  and 𝜎+!"  define a discrete but 

unbounded normal distribution.  The constant in Equation (1B) isolates and normalizes over a 

partition bounded by 𝑚𝑖𝑛 and 𝑚𝑎𝑥.  The mean (𝜇%) and variance (𝜎%$) of that partition can be 

calculated from �̂�!"	  and 𝜎+!"  or by using Equation (1) for 𝜇% =	∑ 	𝑝%(𝑥)./)
.!0 𝑥  and 𝜎%$ =

	∑ 	𝑝%(𝑥)./)
.!0 (𝑥 − 𝜇%)$.  A check and example appear in Figure (1).  The discrete and unbounded 

Gaussian progenitor is assumed to have parameters 𝜇 = 90 and 𝜎 = 10.0.  For bounds of min = 0 

and max = 100, the bounded PMF in Equation (1) yields  𝜇% = 87, 𝜎% = 8.0 and a mode of 90. 
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Figure 1 
Example of Equation (1) 

 
The next step is to express �̂�!"	 and 𝜎+!"  in a way that isolates wine-specific and judge-specific 

effects on the distribution of a rating.  This step is difficult, in part, because only anonymized labels 

on wines and judges are usually observable.  Like the heteroscedasticity of wine ratings described 

in Section II above, that difficulty is old news.   Even with analytical data on wines and what they 

describe as “highly-trained” judges, Baker & Amerine (1953) at U.C. Davis reported that efforts 

to predict judges’ ratings failed to obtain statistical significance.  Frost & Nobel (2002), Cortez et 

al. (2009) and Nachev & Hogan (2013) were also unable to obtain statistically significant 

predictions.  Malfeito-Ferreira et al. (2019) did find significant correlation between ratings and 

some of judges’ descriptors but data with that resolution are rare and their data did not contain any 

blind replicates.  On that basis, �̂�!"	 is estimated directly here using a maximum likelihood 

estimator.  However, borrowing from electrical engineering and information technology, 
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imagining a wine judge as a signal sensor and processor, leads to an expression for 𝜎+!" that is 

sensitive to anonymized labels on wines and judges. 

 

Shannon (1948) set forth the notion of information enthalpy and that a signal processor can either 

increase or decrease that enthalpy.  Beginning with several axioms, he defined information 

enthalpy as 𝐻 = ∑ 𝑝(𝑥)	𝑙𝑛./)
.!0 ,𝑝(𝑥)-.  See also Rioul (2008, p. 45-48).  Shannon’s discrete 

definition of enthalpy does not yield a closed-form expression for 𝜎+ but the two are related, both 

are zero when noise is zero (one outcome is certain) and both are a maximum when noise smothers 

a signal (every outcome has the same probability, a uniform distribution).  Following Shannon’s 

approach and notion of enthalpy, several axioms lead to an expression for 𝜎+!" that is needed in 

Equation (1) above. 

 

The first axiom is that 𝜎+!"$  is a function of the variance of the input signals from a wine (𝜎+!$) and 

the extent to which a judge, as a signal sensor and processor, reduces or adds to that variance (�̂�"); 

𝜎+!"$ = 𝑓,𝜎+!$, �̂�"-.  Second, if a judge is a perfect processor then, regardless of input variance, it will 

reduce any amount of output variance to zero; 𝜎+!"$ = 𝑓,𝜎+!$E�̂�" = 0- = 0.  Third, if a judge is an 

imperfect processor then the distribution of its output, as imperfection increases, tends to a limit 

of random uniformity; 𝜎+!"$ = 𝑓,𝜎+!$, 𝑙𝑖𝑚,�̂�" → ∞-	- = ∞.  Those three axioms yield Equation (1C).  

In particular, the constraint on the range of �̂�" in Equation (1C) implements the second two axioms 

and allows �̂�"  to cause 𝜎+!"	  to describe the full range from a perfect processor to Shannon’s 

maximum entropy processor whose output is a uniform distribution.   

 

 𝜎+!"	 = 	𝜎+!	𝜂" for 0 ≤ �̂�" ≤ ∞ (1C) 

 

Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of the parameters in Equation (1) are obtained using a 

broad-range, quadratic-search iterator written by the author.  The MATLAB code and data are 

available on request and results for several tests using the data described in the next Section below 

appear in Appendix B.   
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Finally, a further implication of heteroscedasticity and one advanced in Bodington (2015), is that 

that the distribution of the collection of all judges’ ratings on a wine (𝑥!) is a mixture distribution.  

For the mixture components defined by Equation (1), the PMF for that mixture distribution, with 

mixing proportions 1 𝐽⁄ , is expressed in Equation (2).  Likewise, the probability of one set of 

ratings by judges on a wine (𝑥!', 𝑥!$, 𝑥!1, …	𝑥!2) is the conditional probability in Equation (3). 

 

𝑝%,!(𝑥!) =4 	L1 𝐽M N 	𝑝%,!"(𝑥!)
2

"4'
	 (2) 

 

𝑝%,!,𝑥!', 𝑥!$, 𝑥!1, …	𝑥!2- =O 		𝑝%,!",𝑥!"-
2

"4'
	 (3) 

 

II. CSF Example 
 
The California State Fair Commercial Wine Competition (CSF) has been held during most years 

since 1854.  Recently, wine judges have been required to take a wine assessment class and 

examination offered by UC Davis.2   Led by Robert Hodgson, the CSF included blind triplicates 

among the wines assessed by judges during 2005 through 2010.  Panels composed of four or five 

judges tasted sets of approximately 15 wines, and each judge assigned a medal to each wine 

according to 10 levels of quality: No Award, Bronze-, Bronze, Bronze+, Silver-, Silver, Silver+, 

Gold-, Gold and Gold+.  The judges then discussed the wines and each judge had the option to 

revise her or his awards.  See Hodgson & Cao (2014, p. 64, 67-68) for a description of the data 

and tasting protocol.  The raw first-of-two-assignments data for 2010 are evaluated in this article.3  

Each of four or five judges on 18 panels evaluated four blind triplicates.  The total sample size 

72(judges) * 4(triplicates/judge) * 3(wines/triplicate) = 864 ratings. 

 

 
2 The author took the UC Davis class and test in 2018. The test involved blind tasting and 
assessment of various wines and testing of an ability to match a few wines when re-poured in a 
different order.  The random probability of being able to match three wines is 1/3! = 0.17.  That 
matching test is not standardized.  The more different the wines, the easier the match.  The 
author also holds a WSET Level 3 certification. 
3 Judge #1 in Panel #9 was culled because every rating for every wine reported for that judge was 
Bronze-. 
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Before moving forward, the possibility that variation in ratings is due serial position bias, rather 

than the intrinsic qualities of the wines and judges, was examined and ruled out.  Serial position 

bias may occur in wine competitions due to palate fatigue, breaks, meal breaks, physiological and 

psychological factors.  There are anecdotal reports from judges who say there is temptation to 

assign a high rating to a dry and high-acid wine because it is refreshing in a sequence just after 

several off-dry and alcoholic wines.  For the CSF data, two-sample t tests for differences in means 

did not indicate any material serial position bias in ratings.  Out of 18 * 4 * 3 = 216 tests, only five 

p-values were less than 0.05 and most were between 0.50 and 1.00. 

 

MLE’s of the mean and standard deviation of the discrete and bounded normal distribution for the 

triplicates evaluated by the CSF judges appear in Figure 2.  That figure also shows results for 1,000 

random draws.  Each point in Figure 2 is the MLE of parameters �̂�%,!"	 and 𝜎+%,!" based on Equation 

(1).  A striking result is the sharply defined and concave bound on results.  That result makes sense.  

At the apex, the mean of random draws from the CSF range of 1 to 10 should be and is (1 + 10) / 

2 = 5.5 and the standard deviation 𝜎+%,!" should be and is P((10	– 	1	 + 	1)^2	 + 	1)	/	12	 = 2.9.4  

Then, as the standard deviation decreases, the mean can take on a broader but still limited range 

of values.  While parameters for the distributions of CSF judges’ ratings cover the full range of 

feasible results, their weight appears higher in the zone for a mean of 5.5 to 8.5 and standard 

deviation of 0.5 to 1.5. 

  

 
4 A short form for the variance of a discrete bounded uniform random distribution is 
((max	– 	min	 + 	1)^2	 + 	1)	/	12. 
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Figure 2 
Distribution of a Rating 𝑥!"	Observed, CSF Data 

 
The results in Figure 2 for standard deviations 𝜎+%,!" are re-stated as probability distributions in 

Figure 3.  There, the striking result is the difference in the shapes of the distributions and the 

implication that most judges are more consistent than random draws.  Overall, the MLEs of 

parameters for the observed ratings appear very unlikely to be a random result.  The p-value 

implied by the chi-square distribution of the asymptotic likelihood ratio statistic (LRS) is less than 

10-9.5  That finding is consistent with Luxen (2018) and Bodington (2020) who reported positive 

and statistically significant correlations among judges’ ratings. 

  

 
5 For the log likelihoods of the MLE result (ℒ) and the null hypothesis (ℒ5), 𝐿𝑅𝑆 = 	−2	(ℒ5 − ℒ).  
For the chi-square distribution of LRS, the degrees of freedom are the difference in the number of 
parameters between the tested and null models.  In addition, ℒ5 = 𝑙𝑛(1 10⁄ ) ∗ 72 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 =
−1989 with no parameters. 
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Figure 3 
Distribution of Standard Deviations 𝜎+%,!", CSF Data 

 
 

Finally, Equation (1C) treats each judge as a signal processor and the parameter �̂�"  expresses 

whether or not a judge reduces (0 ≤ �̂�" ≤ 1) or increases (1 ≤ �̂�" ≤ ∞) the variance due to signals 

from the wine.  For the 2010 CSF data above, the distribution of �̂�" was similar to the pattern for 

observed 𝜎+%,!" in Figure 3 but more skewed left.  For 19 of the 72 judges 0 < �̂�" ≤ 0.50, for 23 

judges 0.50 < �̂�" ≤ 1.00, for 18 judges 1.00 < �̂�" ≤ 1.50, for 7 judges 1.50 < �̂�" ≤ 3.0, and 

�̂�" > 3.0 for the remaining 5 judges.  So a majority of judges reduced variance, about 25% were 

marginal, and about 17% materially increased variance.  While there are important differences in 

methodology and data, that result is consistent with Bodington (2020) who employed correlations 

to conclude that there was significant concordance among most judges in the 2019 CSF but that 
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the ratings assigned by approximately 10% of the judges were indistinguishable from random 

assignments. 

 

IV. Conclusion 
 

Research dating from 1909 for judgment-related ratings in general, and from the 1950s for wine-

related ratings in particular, shows that the ratings that critics and judges assign to wines are both 

uncertain and heteroscedastic.  While such ratings may be independent, they are not identically 

distributed.  The distribution of each rating assigned by each judge can be described by the discrete, 

bounded and normal PMF in Equation (1).  Application of that PMF to the ratings assigned by 

CSF judges to blind triplicates confirms that ratings are heteroscedastic and shows that the means 

and variances of judges’ distributions can cover a broad range.  The results also show that the 

rating assignments made by most judges are significantly different from random assignments.  The 

p-value for the null hypothesis that CSF judges draw from a random distribution is less than 10-9.   

 

The results summarized above have several implications concerning future research.  First, the 

PMF should be tested on other sets of data.  That may lead to refinements and to additional insights.  

On that foundation, the results could be employed to re-consider the accuracy of sums of scores, 

sums of ranks, Borda counts, Shapley values, rank preference metrics, the normalized consensus 

values proposed by Gergaud et al. (2020) and other methods of aggregating judges’ ratings for use 

in winery lab, wine competition, wine assessment, product and consumer research.  
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Appendix A:  A Discrete and Bounded Normal Distribution  
 

Gauss (1809) published the function in Equation (A1) to describe errors in celestial measurements.  

See Stahl (2006) for a history of the Gaussian function and what is now known as the normal 

probability density function.  A bell-shaped pattern of measurements (𝑥) is an exponential function 

(𝑝) of a location parameter (𝜇), a dispersion parameter (𝜎) and a height parameter (𝐶).  Treating 

Equation (A1) as a continuous function, Gauss employed calculus to derive 𝐶 = 1/𝜎√2𝜋  and 

thus the unbounded normal density function.  Here, defining C as the sum in Equation (A2), the 

function in Equation (A1) is a discrete but still unbounded probability mass function (PMF).  

 

𝑝(𝑥) = g
1
𝐶h 	𝑒
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$89
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M  (A2) 

 

Partitioning the unbounded mean 𝜇 in Equation (A3), by arbitrary min and max, rearranging and 

then dividing both sides by the sum of partition probabilities yields the expression for the bounded 

mean 𝜇% in Equation (A4).  A similar procedure yields an expression for the bounded variance 𝜎%$. 
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Equation (A4) for 𝜇% contains a PMF for the discrete and bounded normal distribution of 𝑥.  That 

PMF is stated below in Equation (A5) and then re-stated in (A6) as a function of the unbounded 

distribution parameters.  A similar procedure beginning with 𝜎%$ yields the same result.  Note that 

the infinite sums have cancelled out in (A6) and the normalizing denominator is merely the sum 

for the numerator over the bounded range.  Finally and as a check, 𝜇% =	∑ 	𝑝%(𝑥)./)
.!0 𝑥 and 𝜎%$ =

	∑ 	𝑝%(𝑥)./)
.!0 (𝑥 − 𝜇%)$. 

 

𝑝%(𝑥) = 	𝑝(𝑥)	 	4 	𝑝(𝑥)
./)

.!0
M  (A5) 

 

𝑝%(𝑥) =
1

∑ 		𝑒&
'
$6
)&	*
, 	7

$
./)
.!0

	 	𝑒&
'
$6
)&	*
, 	7

$

 (A6) 

 

Appendix B: CSF results, log likelihood (𝓛) for alternative functions for 𝝈#𝒊𝒋 
 
 

Function ℒ 
  
ℒ = 𝑙𝑛(1 10⁄ ) ∗ 72 ∗ 4 ∗ 3 -1989 
𝜎+!" = ∞, a check -1989 
𝜎+!" = 𝜎+!	, wine only -1384 
𝜎+!" = 𝜎+"	, judge only -1380 
𝜎+!" = 𝜎+!	𝜂" ,	 0 ≤ �̂�" ≤ 1 bounded entropy -1313 
𝜎+!" = 	𝜎+!	𝜂" ,	 0 ≤ �̂�" ≤ ∞ unbounded above -1315 
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